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Abstract: Using technology to prevent cyber-attacks has allowed organisations to somewhat auto-
mate cyber security. Despite solutions to aid organisations, many are susceptible to phishing and
spam emails which can make an unwanted impact if not mitigated. Traits that make organisations
susceptible to phishing and spam emails include a lack of awareness around the identification of
malicious emails, explicit trust, and the lack of basic security controls. For any organisation, phishing
and spam emails can be received and the consequences of an attack could result in disruption. This
research investigated the threat of phishing and spam and developed a detection solution to address
this challenge. Deep learning and natural language processing are two techniques that have been
employed in related research, which has illustrated improvements in the detection of phishing.
Therefore, this research contributes by developing Phish Responder, a solution that uses a hybrid
machine learning approach combining natural language processing to detect phishing and spam
emails. To ensure its efficiency, Phish Responder was subjected to an experiment in which it has
achieved an average accuracy of 99% with the LSTM model for text-based datasets. Furthermore,
Phish Responder has presented an average accuracy of 94% with the MLP model for numerical-based
datasets. Phish Responder was evaluated by comparing it with other solutions and through an inde-
pendent t-test which demonstrated that the numerical-based technique is statistically significantly
better than existing approaches.

Keywords: phishing; spam; deep learning; machine learning; natural language processing

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, remote working has become more
popular, and email continues to be used as one of the main forms of communication. Due to
this, phishing and spam emails are still prevalent. Phishing is a technique used to deceive
users into providing their personal information; spam is where uninvited emails are sent to
users either with the intention of promoting products and services or, likewise to phishing,
gain information from the user; benign emails are non-malicious emails received on a daily
basis. There are certain traits that individuals and organisations can have that expose them
to phishing and spam emails including, but not limited to, a lack of awareness around the
identification of malicious emails, explicit trust, and the lack of basic security controls. The
dangers and problems that phishing and spam emails can present is that credentials and
personal or financial data can be stolen and unauthorised access to a network can be gained.
Although there is a human element to phishing and spam detection, this research focuses
on a technological approach to detecting phishing and spam emails. There are various
existing solutions that use natural language processing (NLP) or machine learning (ML)
to mitigate the threat of phishing and spam. For example, Ding et al. [1] have proposed a
spear phishing email detection solution that uses ML algorithms such as Random Forest
and Decision Tree. Additionally, Banu et al. [2] use both NLP and ML to deduce whether
an email is phishing. However, this research proposes a detection solution that uses deep
learning and natural language processing to accurately detect phishing and spam emails.
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2. Literature Review

This section concerns literature related to the problem addressed in Section 1. It
is divided into Section 2.1 concerning the definitions of phishing and spam, Section 2.2
discussing the elements a detection solution should integrate, and Section 2.3 highlighting
the research gap.

2.1. Definitions of Phishing and Spam

As previously mentioned, phishing intends to deceive users and can be used as a
technique to steal information or gain unauthorised access to a network. On the other hand,
spam is typically nuisance emails that in many cases will be sent immediately to the junk
or spam folder. Marková et al. [3] categorise both spam and phishing as types of malicious
emails which can be detected using machine learning.

Current research demonstrates that there are many ways of delivering phishing and
spam, but via email is the most common. This is discussed by Priestman et al. [4] who
state that email is a targeted form of communication which corresponds with the threat
of phishing where individuals or organisations are targeted by threat actors, hoping to
inherit personal information from their victims. Even though Junnarkar et al. [5] mainly
focus on spam emails, they highlight that the rate of exchanging information via emails is
significantly increasing. Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] illustrate that this
could be a result of the COVID-19 pandemic in recent years, necessitating organisations to
work remotely and threat actors proceeding to use phishing and spam emails. Therefore,
this research aims to explore phishing and spam.

The make-up of a phishing or spam email depends on the sender. Banu et al. [2] outline
examples of phishing emails such as fake invoices and purchase orders or security alerts
and account suspension. Many threat groups distributing phishing emails will employ
their own techniques to hook individuals, whereas spam emails tend to be generalised
and less personal. Phishing emails will typically contain URLs or attachments, as well as
employing certain words encouraging the user to believe what is written.

Regarding the consequences of phishing emails, they can act as a gateway to additional
threats which Egozi and Verma [7] have illustrated, as they state phishing emails have
been used to deploy file-encrypting ransomware such as CryptoLocker. Furthermore,
Walkowski [8] outlines that the MITRE framework, which highlights threat actor behaviour,
recognises that threat actors tend to use a spearphishing link or an attachment to gain
initial access into an organisation’s digital estate. The consequences of spam emails can
slightly differ to phishing emails in that companies may be fined if spam emails are sent to
customers. In the case of American Express, they were fined for sending 4 million nuisance
emails to customers who had opted out [9], thus outlining that spam emails can be sent to
users for promotion purposes and not necessarily to gain information from them.

Overall, as both phishing and spam still present themselves as a threat, this research
aims to provide a detection solution for detecting both phishing and spam emails.

2.2. Existing Detection Solutions

In this section, a discussion on the key elements of a phishing detection solution
is presented.

2.2.1. Research Methodology

Using machine learning for any task requires a clear research methodology to ensure
the research is valid and replicable. Replicability means researchers can reproduce and
modify current solutions when tackling any problem. This is addressed by both AbdulNabi
and Yaseen [10] and Junnarkar et al. [5] who provide flowcharts of their methodologies, out-
lining the steps that should be conducted when developing a detection solution. Phishing
and spam research should have a clear methodology to ensure the most suitable techniques
are used in an efficient manner.
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Datasets are crucial for the development of phishing and spam email detection
solutions. One characteristic of a dataset is its source. Addressing this, Bountakas,
Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] used the Enron email corpus and the Jose Nazario
phishing corpus, as they both have sample sizes sufficient for training and testing detection
solutions. Although both these datasets provide phishing and spam emails which can
be used to train a detection solution, collating phishing emails may have to be done by a
researcher as Ding et al. [1] have outlined that phishing emails can contain sensitive infor-
mation. Regardless of the dataset being used to train a detection solution, Nass, Levit and
Gostin [11] have illustrated that incomplete datasets will impact research and so datasets
need to be handled carefully.

Another characteristic is whether the dataset is balanced or unbalanced. Using an
unbalanced dataset can heavily impact the performance of a classifier as seen in research
by Ding et al. [1] who had to apply the KM-SMOTE algorithm to lessen the impact of their
unbalanced dataset. As the whole purpose of developing a phishing detection solution is to
reduce human involvement, it seems logical to ensure all datasets are balanced so no results
are inaccurate. Therefore, the weighting of a dataset must be taken into consideration when
conducting research because an inaccurate detection solution as a result of the size of a
dataset could lead to phishing emails successfully disrupting organisations.

Additionally, splitting the dataset into training and testing data is a key characteristic
of machine learning research. Despite Alhogail and Alsabih [12] suggesting that two-thirds
of a dataset should be used for training, the ideal size of a dataset has not been provided
and so two-thirds of a small dataset might not be sufficient for training a detection solution.
Marková et al. [3] and Ding et al. [1] outline how much of their dataset is used for training
and testing, yet they are not clear about the number of benign and phishing emails in
each dataset, which should be considered because if the training dataset just contained
benign emails, the detection solution would not have been properly trained. Therefore,
splitting a dataset into training and testing data will ensure that the detection solution can
be sufficiently trained and tested to identify phishing and spam emails.

2.2.2. Feature Extraction

One method of identifying phishing or spam emails is by extracting features. Most
research seems to understand the implications of clicking on a URL or opening an attachment—
two features synonymous with phishing and spam emails. Alhogail and Alsabih [12] state
that the body of an email is the key to identifying a malicious email, as it can contain useful
features. One feature that Salloum et al. [13] believe should be extracted is URLs and this
would be sensible as Ding et al. [1] found that 90% of attackers used URLs in their research.
It seems illogical that Aggarwal, Kumar and Sudarsan [14] ignored emails containing links
in their research, especially when Toulas [15] illustrates that a malicious link was used to
trick users in a recent RuneScape-themed phishing campaign. Likewise, Ding et al. [1]
extracted the number of attachments and their file types from spear phishing emails, thus
illustrating that information about attachments should be extracted. Montalbano [16]
further outlines that a recent malicious email campaign prompts users to download a
PDF which will result in the propagation of the Snake Keylogger malware. Therefore,
detection solutions should extract certain features from emails, alongside implementing
NLP techniques.

2.2.3. Natural Language Processing

NLP is about the processing of language and one popular technique amongst related
literature is TF-IDF. Despite Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] achieving more
than 90% accuracy for all ML algorithms when used alongside TF-IDF to understand
word frequency and the importance of a word, they did not consider email addresses
and domains, which are useful characteristics. An important factor for addressing the
phishing problem was considered by Stojnic, Vatsalan and Arachchilage [17] who used
TF-IDF to observe the techniques used by attackers. Using TF-IDF to understand the types
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of words and their importance could be a useful NLP technique to use for the identification
of phishing and spam emails.

Another NLP technique often used is tokenization. Alhogail and Alsabih [12] use
tokenization to separate text into individual words which is an important task because
they emphasise that analysing the text features of an email is a vital research area. Despite
Banu et al. [2] failing to outline how they conducted tokenization, they highlight that
it is a useful method for isolating malicious keywords in an email which could have
benefited Marková et al. [3] who do not appear to have used tokenization. Moreover, Stojnic,
Vatsalan and Arachchilage [17] illustrate that attackers often use words that invoke urgency
or reward and words that concern urgency and trust in an email’s subject. Therefore,
tokenization would highlight the words and phrases that typically appear in phishing and
spam emails.

Older research by Aggarwal, Kumar and Sudarsan [14] and Verma, Shashidhar and
Hossain [18] employed techniques such as part of speech and word stemming; however,
it appears other research has opted for newer techniques such as BERT. AbdulNabi and
Yaseen [10] used a BERT-based model to consider the context of words in spam emails,
achieving an accuracy of 98.67% and although spam and phishing are different, it seems
understanding the context of words is a useful approach. NLP techniques that produce
inaccurate results could result in spam or phishing emails bypassing detection solutions
as highlighted by Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] who used BERT with
Naive Bayes which only achieved 66.54% accuracy. This emphasises that using newer NLP
techniques that produce accurate results should be a priority for any detection solution,
especially since phishing and spam emails, if left undetected, can lead to organisations
being left vulnerable.

2.2.4. Deep Learning

Deep learning is one type of machine learning that can be used to detect phishing
and spam emails. As outlined by Sathya, Premalatha and Suwathika [19], deep learning
is where the machine learns from unstructured data such as emails without supervision.
Many researchers have moved onto deep learning algorithms for detecting phishing and
spam emails, as opposed to machine learning algorithms which have been extensively
discussed in previous research. AbdulNabi and Yaseen [10] used convolutional neural
network (CNN) for sentence classification, emphasising that it can be useful in spam
and phishing detection. Consequently, Salloum et al. [13] specify that future phishing
detection research should focus on deep learning techniques such as recurrent neural
networks (RNN) and CNNs as fewer detection solutions use these techniques. However,
Yang et al. [20] illustrate that deep learning-based detection can include CNN, RNN, RCNN
and DNN models.

The usefulness of deep learning is addressed by Lavanya and Sasikala [21] who il-
lustrate that deep learning techniques reveal the masked patterns and find meaningful
information. Additionally, Yang et al. [20] outline that deep learning can effectively over-
come the need for manual feature extraction. Therefore, deep learning should be used in
the development of detection solutions to ensure meaningful information can be gathered
from phishing and spam emails.

2.3. Research Gap

Phishing and spam detection is not a new research area; however, detection solutions
developed to tackle these types of emails have extensively focused on machine learning
approaches. Additionally, existing research has either focused on solely phishing or spam.
Therefore, there are gaps in the existing literature, and it is indicated that hybrid approaches
encompassing deep learning and NLP, as well as catering for text-based and numerical-
based datasets, can become the way forward.
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3. Materials and Methods

This section concerns the materials and methods used within this research. It is
divided into Section 3.1 concerning the datasets used in this research, Section 3.2 regarding
the features extracted and Section 3.3 illustrating the experiments conducted.

3.1. Datasets

Table 1 illustrates the datasets used within this research to ensure the models worked
and could effectively achieve a high accuracy and precision, suitable for phishing and spam
detection, regardless of the dataset being used.

Table 1. Datasets.

Dataset Source Text or Numerical

Spambase [22] UCI Machine Learning
Repository [23] Numerical

Phishing Email Collection [24] Kaggle Numerical
Email Spam Dataset—Spam Assassin [25] Kaggle Text

Spam Email [26] Kaggle Text
Spam Classification for Basic NLP [27] Kaggle Text

Email Spam Classification Dataset CSV [28] Kaggle Numerical

Each dataset was split into 70% for training (and validation) and 30% for testing. The
UCI Spambase [22], which contains a collection of spam emails, was used as there can be
similarities between spam and phishing emails. Verma and Gautam [29] used the UCI
Spambase dataset, achieving 98.413% in phase 1 of their research and further improving
their results when applying various classification algorithms. Although the Kaggle datasets
did not appear to be well-known datasets, they were open-source datasets that contained
features found in both phishing and spam emails. Additionally, the datasets in Table 1 were
chosen because they each included benign and spam or phishing data.

3.2. Feature Extraction

Deep learning has been used to complete both feature extraction and classification.
The numerical-based datasets were reliant on the author for the attributes that featured in
the dataset, whereas the text-based datasets consisted of mainly email bodies which were
cleaned and transformed using NLP techniques. Table 2 outlines the features/attributes
within each dataset.

Table 2. Feature Extraction.

Dataset Features

Spambase [22]
Word frequency, character frequency, total

number of capital letters, uninterrupted
sequences of capital letters and the label.

Phishing Email Collection [24]

Total number of characters, vocabulary
richness, account, access, bank, credit, click,

identity, inconvenience, information, limited,
minutes, password, recently, risk, social,

security, service, suspended, total number of
function words, unique word, and

phishing status.
Email Spam Dataset—Spam Assassin [25] Email body which includes URLs and label.

Spam Email [26] Category and message.

Spam Classification for Basic NLP [27]
Category and message—raw text messages

including URLs—plain messages with headers
and HTML tags.

Email Spam Classification Dataset CSV [28] 3000 most common words and the label.
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3.3. Architectural Experimentation

This section illustrates the two experiments that were conducted for determining
how the phishing detection solution was to be developed using Python. Python was the
language chosen because it had been used previously by the authors and there are a variety
of libraries that can be implemented. The development of the phishing detection solution
was used on the same computer with the specifications outlined in Table 3.

Table 3. Computer specifications.

Component Specification

Processor 11th Gen Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-1165G7 @ 2.80 GHz
2.80 GHz, 4 cores

RAM 16.0 GB
Operating System Windows 10 Home Version 21H2

Networking Intel(R) Wireless-AC 9461
GPU Intel(R) Iris(R) Xe Graphics

Python Python 3.9 (64-bit)
PyCharm PyCharm Community Edition 2021.2.1

Figure 1 illustrates the experiments that were conducted, as well as the performance
metrics that were analysed for each experiment.
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Figure 1. Experiments.

The experiments allowed for deep learning and NLP-based Python libraries to be
compared, determining which were the most suitable for the research problem. NLP
was used to ensure that the dataset was suitably prepared for training and deep learning
gave the detection solution the opportunity to accurately classify emails as either benign
or phishing/spam. Xiao et al. [30] use deep learning for detecting phishing websites
as it generally produces better classification results. Furthermore, Lauriola, Lavelli and
Aiolli [31] have stated that deep learning boosts the performance of NLP applications.

3.3.1. Natural Language Processing

The first experiment concerned natural language processing (NLP) as NLP techniques
were useful for the data pre-processing phase. The Spam Classification for Basic NLP
dataset from Kaggle [27] was used for the NLP experiment. This dataset contained spam
messages which included useful features such as IP addresses and URLs, and it was a
text-based dataset so various NLP techniques could be experimented with.

There were three Python libraries considered for ascertaining the most suitable library
for this research problem: NLTK, Spacy and Gensim. As accuracy and precision could not
be used as performance metrics for the NLP experiment, two factors were considered when
electing the most suitable Python library for NLP-based tasks. The first factor was how
many of the chosen NLP techniques each Python library could complete, and the second
factor was how quickly the techniques could be applied to the dataset.

In a similar approach to Banu et al. [2] and Alhogail and Alsabih [12], this research
used tokenization as its main NLP technique. Tokenization was used to split the dataset
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into tokens, which made it easier to observe whether words synonymous with phishing and
spam emails were present in the dataset. Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6]
identified POS tagging as a task that facilitated lemmatization, which was considered
the core of the pre-processing task whereas Banu et al. [2] and Verma Shashidhar and
Hossain [18] used stemming to process text in emails. Removing stopwords has been widely
used as a technique in phishing and spam detection research but Egozi and Verma [7]
highlight that they keep stopwords in their research as they consider them a fundamental
part of an email. Therefore, stopwords and uppercase text have been kept in this research
as they provide context in emails and Bagui et al. [32] highlight that context can be essential
for phishing detection. Tokenization, stemming, lemmatization and POS tagging were the
techniques used to determine the most suitable Python library.

As NLTK was able to quickly conduct all the NLP techniques used during the experi-
ment, NLTK was to be used for the NLP-related tasks in this research.

3.3.2. Deep Learning

The aim of the second experiment was to establish whether Keras or PyTorch was the
most suitable Python library for deep learning. The UCI Spambase dataset [22] was used
as it provided a dataset ideal for binary classification. Figure 2 outlines a basic design of
the deep learning model that was used for the deep learning experiment.
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To establish whether Keras or PyTorch was the more suitable deep learning library,
accuracy and precision were the performance metrics considered (see Table 4).

Table 4. Performance metrics.

Metric How Was It Measured?

Accuracy How accurately the detection solution detects
phishing/spam emails.

Speed
Added the start and end time to the detection

solution to understand the time it takes to
detect phishing/spam emails.

Precision
Determine the proportion of emails that are

phishing/spam to those that were detected as
phishing/spam [6].

The opportunity to identify the optimal parameters for this research arose when
experimenting with Keras (see Figure 3).
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Binary_crossentropy was the loss function used because Teja, Sasank and Reddy [33]
state that it works best for binary classification problems such as phishing detection.
Figure 4 outlines various optimizers which produced accuracies higher than 90%. It was
expected that the nadam optimizer would be used as Pavan Kumar, Jaya and Rajendran [34]
achieve a high accuracy with this optimizer; however, during the Keras experiment, the
nadam optimizer achieved the highest accuracy. Kewei et al. [35] in their research into
fraud detection (a binary classification problem) used the nadam optimizer.
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Relu and sigmoid were the activation functions considered, as when combined with
the optimizers illustrated in Figure 3, high accuracies on average were achieved (see
Table 5 below).

Table 5. Optimizers and activation functions.

Optimizers Input Hidden Layers (×7) Output (×2) Average Accuracy
(from 5 Runs)

Nadam Relu Relu Sigmoid 86%
Adam Relu Relu Sigmoid 81%
adam Sigmoid Sigmoid Sigmoid 94%

Adamax Sigmoid Sigmoid Sigmoid 94%
Nadam Sigmoid Sigmoid Sigmoid 94%

RMSprop Sigmoid Sigmoid Sigmoid 94%
Nadam Relu Sigmoid Sigmoid 95%

RMSprop Relu Sigmoid Sigmoid 94%
adam Relu Sigmoid Sigmoid 94%

adamax Relu Sigmoid Sigmoid 93%
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Bagui et al. [32] found that relu was the most effective activation function but they
used sigmoid for the end Dense layer as it performs well for binary classification. Although
Butt et al. [36] achieved 92% for classifying phishing URLs when using relu for the input
and hidden layers and sigmoid for the output layer, these results were not replicated in
this research. Using the relu activation function for the input and hidden layers produced
a 60% accuracy which is not suitable for phishing detection. Therefore, the green row in
Table 3 illustrates the optimal parameters for the model used during the experimentation
phase of this research.

After choosing the activation functions, the batch size was tested. Do et al. [37]
illustrate that a batch size of 32 is optimal for all deep learning algorithms, hence a batch
size of 32 was used. However, to clarify that this batch size was optimal, a batch size of
10 and 64 were also tested as Shabudin et al. [38] and Xiao et al. [30] both used a batch
size of 10 for classifying phishing websites. Over five runs, a batch size of 32 produced
an average accuracy of 93.78%, whereas a batch size of 64, although faster, achieved an
average accuracy of 92.93%. Therefore, a batch size of 32 alongside 100 epochs was used
for the rest of the deep learning experiment.

Once the optimal parameters in Figure 5 had been chosen, these parameters were
tested on another dataset.
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Despite the Kaggle dataset by Akashsurya156 and Kul [24] taking longer to classify
due to its size, an accuracy of 98% and a precision of 0.98 was achieved, which suggested
that the speed of the detection solution depended on the dataset being used.

The optimal model parameters were used for the PyTorch experiment, along with the
model in Figure 2.

Despite both Keras and PyTorch being able to produce high accuracies and precisions,
PyTorch produced lower accuracies than Keras (see Figure 6); therefore, it was determined
that Keras would be used in the overall detection solution.
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For determining the most suitable deep learning algorithms, each dataset was split
into a training and testing dataset. Using a similar approach as Bagui et al. [32], 70% of each
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dataset collated was used for training (and validation) and 30% for testing; however, each
dataset was kept separate so they could be treated as variables for the detection solution.
Table 6 highlights that the quantity of benign and phishing/spam values was balanced
within the training and testing datasets as Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6]
draw attention to using balanced datasets.

Table 6. Training and testing datasets.

Phishing Email Collection Dataset [24] UCI Spambase Dataset [22]

Training: 5845 phishing and 5845 benign Training: 2505 phishing and 2505 benign
Testing: 1268 spam and 1268 benign Testing: 544 spam and 544 benign

Overall, the training datasets were used for determining the most suitable deep
learning algorithms.

A comparison of algorithms to determine the most suitable algorithm for this research
problem was conducted (see Table 7).

Table 7. Algorithms.

Numerical-Based Dataset Text-Based Dataset

MLP Simple RNN
Simple RNN LSTM

LSTM

Existing research tends to opt for a combination of algorithms for spam and phishing
detection. Ghourabi, Mahmood and Alzubi [39] used both CNN and LSTM, achieving
98% accuracy, whereas Sriram et al. [40] demonstrate that CNN, when used for image
classification, can achieve up to 99% accuracy. Although CNN is known for image clas-
sification, McGinley and Monroy [41] demonstrated that their CNN model was able to
classify real-world phishing emails, achieving an accuracy of 98%. However, CNN was
disregarded as an algorithm that could be used to classify numerical-based datasets as it
did not work well with the datasets used.

MLP was one of the algorithms tested during the experimentation phase. Figure 7
displays all the instances used to test the suitability of MLP for this research problem and
the green rows outline the highest accuracies achieved.
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It was found that with 50 epochs and using all the optimal parameters in Figure 7,
MLP on average achieved a relatively high accuracy, although not when using the dataset
from Kaggle by Akashsurya156 and Kul [24] which only achieved a 50% accuracy.

As Lee et al. [42] claim that RNN along with LSTM are some of the most widely used
deep-learning techniques in recent classification studies, both Simple RNN and LSTM
were tested. Accuracy using Simple RNN was seen to be temperamental using the UCI
Spambase dataset by Hopkins et al. [22] as an accuracy of 75% and 10% was achieved
across the five runs. When using the Phishing Email Collection dataset from Kaggle [24],
the accuracy also differed. For phishing and spam detection, these accuracies are not good
enough and as a result, this algorithm was disregarded.

The same varied accuracies were also produced when using LSTM. The implications of
achieving varied accuracies in phishing detection are that an undetected phishing or spam
email could severely impact organisations. Combining LSTM and Simple RNN did not see
high accuracies either; however, accuracies above 70% were achieved more consistently.

Overall, MLP was found to be the most suitable algorithm for numerical-based datasets
as accuracies of above 90% were achieved.

As Das et al. [43] consider Simple RNN and LSTM in their effectiveness for classifying
URLs as malicious or benign, both algorithms were also tested for classifying text-based
datasets. The Spam Classification dataset from Kaggle [27] was used for this part of
the experimentation phase because NLP techniques and deep learning algorithms could
be applied.

Using a similar approach to Gualberto et al. [44] and Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos
and Xenakis [6], TF-IDF was used because it is a popular technique for classifying phishing
emails. In the case of Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6], a high accuracy
was achieved when using TF-IDF alongside machine learning algorithms; therefore text-
based datasets were converted into numerical form using TF-IDF prior to using the deep
learning model.

As previously highlighted, RNN algorithms have solely been tested for classifying
the text-based datasets as Vinayakumar et al. [45] state that RNN has obtained good
performance in artificial intelligence tasks including natural language processing. LSTM
was the first RNN-based algorithm that was tested, producing an accuracy of 98% and
precision of 0.98 consistently throughout the five runs. Even when the model was changed
to resemble the number of layers defined in Figure 2, the accuracy and precision remained
the same. Likewise, Simple RNN achieved an accuracy of 98% and a precision of 0.98. As
both algorithms produced high accuracies and precisions, another text-based dataset was
used to determine the reliability of the results. The Spam Email dataset from Kaggle by
Qureshi [26] was split into a training and testing dataset and then the training dataset was
used. As this second dataset was larger, only 5 epochs were used but both Simple RNN and
LSTM still achieved an accuracy of 99.89% and a precision of 0.998883. Both algorithms
were combined to understand their value together, but high accuracies and precisions were
still achieved. As LSTM has appeared more in similar research, this algorithm was chosen
for classifying text-based datasets.

It was observed from the experiments that NLTK and Keras were the most suitable
Python libraries for this phishing and spam detection solution. MLP and LSTM were chosen
to classify numerical-based datasets and text-based datasets, respectively. All these elements
have been combined in the development of a phishing and spam detection solution.

4. Phish Responder

This section outlines the finalised elements of the Phish Responder detection solution.

4.1. Overall Structure

As Barik et al. [46] have indicated that security experts prefer command line tools for
their familiarity and power and Almeida et al. [47] outline that speed is an advantage of
command line tools, Phish Responder has been developed for the command line. This
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allows users to choose which type of dataset they want to classify quickly and accurately
(see Figure 8).
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4.2. Data Pre-Processing

For Phish Responder, it was found that the best approach was to only use tokeniza-
tion and TF-IDF in regard to NLP techniques. Recent research such as AbdulNabi and
Yaseen [10] and Alhogail and Alsabih [12] has not opted for techniques such as stemming,
lemmatization, and POS tagging. These three NLP techniques were initially implemented
but did not improve the accuracy of the LSTM model for text-based datasets. Therefore,
these techniques were removed from the model. However, as it is previously mentioned
that context is beneficial in phishing detection, these techniques were still implemented
but the output was written to an external file instead in case further context was required,
especially as Mishra, Shaikh and Sanyal [48] recognise that POS tagging can be used to
understand the context of any phrase. Overall, these were the steps taken to achieve data
pre-processing.

4.3. Feature Extraction and Classification

As previously discussed, each of the datasets used was split into training (and valida-
tion) and testing data.

Based on the results, the deep learning model used in the experimentation phase was
modified and LSTM was the algorithm used for text-based datasets (see Figure 9 for the
model architecture).
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As previously mentioned, due to the impact on accuracy, the locations of the activation
functions were modified and relu was used for the input layer and the first hidden layer,
and sigmoid was used for the rest of the layers in the model. Overall, this is how the model
for text-based datasets was developed.

Phish Responder allows the user to process numerical datasets using an MLP model
(see Figure 10) that closely resembles the model used in the experiments. As the deep
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learning experiment implied that achieving a good accuracy when dealing with a large
dataset was more probable when adding a few more Dense layers, further Dense layers
were added in the final MLP model to reduce the impact of the sudden drop in parameters
between the input and hidden layers.
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When integrating the MLP model into the overall detection solution, the accuracy
dramatically decreased when using the numerical-based datasets previously used. It was
found that the datasets being used were too small; due to that, the accuracy increased
significantly when using a larger numerical-based dataset. Thus, this implies that a large
dataset is required for achieving a suitable accuracy in phishing and spam detection.

4.4. Individual Emails

In order to make Phish Responder more of a unique detection solution, the third option
allows users to quickly extract features such as URLs, email addresses, and IP addresses
from an individual email, as well as words synonymous with phishing and spam emails.
This is important particularly as Ding et al. [1] used VirusTotal in their research to analyse
URLs, IPs and domains found in emails. Figure 11 illustrates the extraction of features
from an individual spam email from the Spam Classification for Basic NLP dataset by
Naidu [27].
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This option in Phish Responder allows for further analysis of the extracted features to
take place, thus potentially aiding the incident response process.

5. Evaluation and Discussion

This section evaluates Phish Responder and is divided into Section 5.1 which provides
a comparison of Phish Responder with other solutions, Sections 5.2 and 5.3 which outline
the strengths and limitations of Phish Responder and Section 5.4 which discusses the t-test.

5.1. Comparison

Phish Responder has been compared with two solutions (see Table 8).
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Table 8. Research comparison.

Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and
Xenakis [6] Junnarkar et al. [5] Phish Responder

NLP and ML for phishing email
detection. Uses TF-IDF with Logistic
Regression, Decision Tree, Random

Forest, GBT and Naïve Bayes. Uses the
Enron email corpus and Jose Nazario’s

phishing corpus.

Classify spam emails using NLP
techniques and ML algorithms such as
Naïve Bayes and SVM. Uses the SMS

Spam Collection Dataset and the Enron
Spam dataset.

NLP and deep learning for phishing and
spam email detection. Uses LSTM for text

based and MLP for numerical based
datasets. Provides an individual email
element to extract interesting features.

Uses the Spam Assassin from the Email
Spam Dataset from Kaggle [25] and the
Email Spam Classification Dataset from

Kaggle [28].

Accuracies for balanced datasets using
TF-IDF: LR—92.48%, DT—90.17%,

RF—93.41%, GBT—91.47%, NB—92.77%.
Accuracies for imbalanced datasets using

TF-IDF: LR—98.41%, DT—95.92%,
RF—94.43%, GBT—97.28%, NB—92.05%.

Accuracies: Naïve Bayes—95.48%,
SVM—97.83%. Accuracies: LSTM—99%, MLP—94%.

Precisions for balanced datasets using
TF-IDF: LR—0.9110, DT—0.9063,

RF—0.9743, GBT—0.9301, NB—0.9652.
Precisions for imbalanced datasets using
TF-IDF: LR— 0.9031, DT—0.8655, RF—1,

GBT—0.9032, NB—0.

Precisions: Naïve Bayes—95% for 0 and
97% for 1, SVM—98% for 0 and 97% for 1. Precisions: LSTM—0.99, MLP—0.94.

The accuracy and precision have been measured in this research so the effectiveness of
Phish Responder can be evaluated and compared with the solutions in Table 8. As seen
in Table 8, Phish Responder can achieve high accuracies and precisions, thus illustrating
its efficiency in identifying phishing and spam emails. Over five runs, the LSTM model
achieved an average accuracy of 99% and the MLP model achieved an average accuracy
of 94%. Phish Responder’s LSTM model with the Spam Assassin dataset can achieve a
higher accuracy than the techniques in Table 8. Additionally, the MLP model produces
a similar accuracy to the research outlined in Table 8. Therefore, when compared with
existing research, it is confirmed that Phish Responder produces suitable accuracies and
precisions for phishing and spam email detection.

Alongside accuracy and precision, Phish Responder can identify phishing and spam
emails in a timely manner as it can be used via the command prompt. This provides users
with a quick identification of phishing and spam emails within a dataset and a quick ex-
traction of features from an individual email. It is not known whether the existing research,
presented in Table 8, has developed its techniques for the command prompt; however,
Junnarkar et al. [5] provide a distinguishable feature which is real-time classification of
emails—a feature neither included in Phish Responder nor Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos
and Xenakis [6].

Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] provided a comparison of NLP and
ML algorithms to determine the best combination for the detection of phishing and spam
emails; they achieved at least 90% accuracy when using TF-IDF. TF-IDF is a technique
that Phish Responder uses, but deep learning is used, as opposed to machine learning.
Both Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] and Junnarkar et al. [5] state that
deep learning would be considered as future work in their research. Junnarkar et al. [5]
also used a combination of NLP and ML algorithms, achieving respectable accuracies
and precisions, but their focus was on spam emails. Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and
Xenakis [6] concentrated on the detection of phishing emails. Phish Responder differs as it
has been developed to identify phishing and spam emails and both spam and phishing
datasets were used to train the LSTM and MLP models. Phish Responder was trained using
open-source datasets, mainly from Kaggle. Junnarkar et al. [5] also used a dataset from
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Kaggle, as well as the Enron dataset which Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6]
used, as it is a well-known dataset for spam and phishing detection.

The research in Table 8 used more NLP techniques in their models, placing more of
an emphasis on the most accurate combination of NLP techniques and machine learning
algorithms. In the case of Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6], the best combi-
nation for a balanced dataset was Word2vec and Random Forest, and for an imbalanced
dataset Word2vec with Logistic Regression was the better combination. Junnarkar et al. [5]
found that Naïve Bayes and SVM achieved high accuracies, alongside NLP techniques
including but not limited to removing HTML tags, removing special characters, removing
stopwords, stemming and lemmatization, whereas Phish Responder only implemented
tokenization and TF-IDF in the text-based technique, along with writing the output of
stemming, lemmatization and POS tagging to an external file. It seems that the other
research in Table 8 focused on datasets where NLP techniques had to be applied, whereas
Phish Responder catered for numerical-based datasets which did not need to be cleaned
and transformed using NLP techniques.

Overall, Phish Responder shares similarities and differences with the research outlined
in Table 8.

5.2. Strengths

Regarding the strengths of Phish Responder, the LSTM and MLP models were suc-
cessfully trained using a variety of datasets containing phishing and spam emails. Phish
Responder can extract interesting features from individual emails. Ding et al. [1] looked
at spear phishing emails and provide a solution that extracts interesting features from an
email such as URLs and IP addresses. Phish Responder aimed to replicate this feature by
providing an option for users to extract URLs, email addresses, IP addresses and relevant,
unique words from an email. Phish Responder was also developed to cater for text-based
and numerical-based datasets, as at the data collection stage, some of the datasets were
either text or numerical-based.

Solutions are useful when the key findings are presented. Therefore, when using
Phish Responder, the output of the solution is written to an external .txt file. This allows
for the key findings to be accessible in case further analysis of an email is required; this
may happen when responding to or investigating a cyber incident. Furthermore, Phish
Responder can be used via the command prompt when the necessary Python libraries are
installed (see Figure 12).
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However, Phish Responder provides accessibility, efficiency, and speed which are vital
characteristics for any phishing and spam email detection solution. The quick and accurate
identification of phishing and spam emails is particularly important for organisations
where such malicious emails can result in business disruption if left undetected.

In summary, Phish Responder provides a quick solution to detect phishing emails,
caters for various datasets and extracts interesting features from an email.

5.3. Limitations

Phish Responder could utilise more NLP techniques, as both Bountakas, Koutroumpou-
chos and Xenakis [6] and Junnarkar et al. [5] use at least five NLP techniques. Despite some
of the known NLP techniques potentially removing necessary context from email bodies,
Phish Responder does not use a wealth of NLP techniques and some of the techniques
that are used are not actually employed by the LSTM model. Furthermore, although the
text-based technique works and is still suitable for phishing spam detection, the t-test for
the text-based technique could not be completed, so it cannot be determined whether it is
statistically significant.

Integrating with email clients to provide real-time detection is beneficial but unlike
Junnarkar et al. [5] who were successfully able to classify emails in real time, there was
not enough time to develop this feature in this research. Overall, Phish Responder has
weaknesses when compared to existing research.

5.4. T-Test

A t-test was used to compare the accuracy of the numerical-based techniques with
existing research. It was hoped that the text-based technique could also be compared
with existing research. Despite the text-based technique working, the statistical signif-
icance could not be determined. Table 9 displays the test conducted and the null and
alternative hypotheses.

Table 9. Null and alternative hypotheses.

Test Description Null Hypothesis Alternative Hypothesis

Test 1: Comparing the
accuracy of the

numerical-based technique
with existing research.

There is no statistical
difference in accuracy

between the numerical-based
technique in this research and

existing research.

There is a statistical difference
in accuracy between the

numerical-based technique in
this research and
existing research.

Using the same computer specifications as seen in Table 3, the accuracy was calculated
from five runs (using fifty epochs); accuracy was the performance metric used because
both Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] and Junnarkar et al. [5] use it in their
research to determine the reliability of their techniques.

As the Email Spam Classification dataset from Kaggle by Biswas [28] had been split
into training and testing prior to the evaluation stage, the testing dataset was used for the
t-test. To conduct the t-test, the techniques used by the other researchers were replicated,
as seen in Table 10.

Table 10. Approaches for each test.

Research Approach for Numerical-Based Datasets

Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6]
Feature selection: Chi square

Classification: Logistic Regression (using an
imbalanced dataset)

Junnarkar et al. [5] SVM
Phish Responder MLP model
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Junnarkar et al. [5] achieved a higher accuracy when using SVM, as opposed to Naïve
Bayes and Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] when using an imbalanced
dataset achieved the highest accuracy with Logistic Regression. Therefore, SVM and
Logistic Regression were each compared with Phish Responder’s MLP model.

Table 11 illustrates that Phish Responder’s numerical-based technique is statistically
significant and thus the null hypothesis can be rejected.

Table 11. T-test results.

Tests T-Value p-Value Significant

1—Numerical-based technique vs.
Junnarkar et al. [5] 10,036.88386 <0.00001 Yes (at p < 0.05)

Yes (at p < 0.01)
2—Numerical-based technique vs.
Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and

Xenakis [6]
10,035.26405 <0.00001 Yes (at p < 0.05)

Yes (at p < 0.01)

6. Conclusions

Phish Responder is a Python-based command line solution that uses deep learning
and NLP to detect phishing and spam emails. It caters for text-based and numerical-based
datasets as well as individual emails. For the LSTM model for text-based datasets, an
accuracy of 99% was achieved and for the MLP model for numerical-based datasets, an ac-
curacy of 94% was achieved; both are suitable for phishing and spam detection. Interesting
features such as URLs and email addresses can be extracted using the individual element
of Phish Responder; such features would aid analysis in the incident response process.

Phish Responder was evaluated by conducting a t-test and it was determined that the
numerical-based technique is statistically significant in comparison with research. Although
the t-test could not be proven as statistically significant, it is still functional and applicable
for this research problem. Additionally, Phish Responder has been compared to existing
research such as Bountakas, Koutroumpouchos and Xenakis [6] and Junnarkar et al. [5]
who take different approaches to Phish Responder.

Future Work

In terms of the future direction of addressing this research problem, using a combina-
tion of deep learning algorithms for phishing and spam detection is likely. Improvements
on the text-based technique within Phish Responder would be made to ensure that this
technique is statistically significant in comparison with similar research. Additionally,
integrating Phish Responder into the incident response process would be ideal. This could
be achieved by providing real-time detection of phishing and spam emails which would
prevent the occurrence of further attacks.
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